TECHNICAL RIDER ARYO
The production is available for touring

Touring: minimum 3 people.

Ideal: 4 people (5 if the light technician is needed)

Running time: 18-20 minutes. Approx.
Performing Space: Indoors, dark or white linoleum floor. Not hard floor.
Alternative performing spaces are ideal. Performing space, minimum 6 x 7 meters.
Audience setting: Front and both sides of performing space. Ideally floor seating
and standing up.
A high quality PA-system. The system must be capable of delivering a clean and
undistorted sound, with a uniform coverage of the venue. It must have an effective
frequency response from 25 Hz to 20 Hz at sound levels reaching approx. 100 dB
A. The system must be totally free of hum and noise.
Preferred system: D&B, L-Acoustics, Meyer. The system must be a 3 or 4 way active
system, including high quality crossovers and amps.
Equipment requirements: Idealy in charge of the organization; provinding a
piano and drums. (Piano should be on the left hand side and the drums at the right
side). The piano ideally to not be a key board, if not, this one should be five ocatve
minimum.
If there would be no possibilities to get the instruments, we would need a lorry and
a driver to transport our instruments and material.
Lighting: We will need technical staff on stage to help us with the lights, if there is
not, we will need to bring a lighting designer from our crew. (Lights attached in the
other document).
Dressing rooms: 1 dressing room. Ideally 3 dressing rooms. (If not two would be
quite ideal too).
For more than one performance it will be preferable to get the clothes washed and
ironed.
Studio Space: We will need at least an hour studio per day. Preferable 2 hours.
Per diems: Ideally all the per diems should be covered for all the people travelling
on tour.
Names and phones of the company’s manager:
Clàudia Barberà + 34 695 313 898 (Production manager in Europe)
Cinthya Mendoza + 52 1 5516919920 (Technical manager on tour in America)
Anna Borràs + 34 683 333 271 // +46 (0) 733 607783 (Artistic Director,
choreographer and dance artist)

Performance fee: (Just the performance)
1 show: 1.400 euros. 4 shows: 5.600 euros. 5 shows: 7.000 euros.
Travels, accommodation and per diems are excluded in the fee.

Creative team ARYO
Concept, Direction and Performer: Anna Borràs
Composers, Co-direction and Performers: Marina Galán and Joel Fuguet
Script Writer: Anna Borràs and Jorge Crecis
Translation and gramathical corrections: Joe Garbett and Anna Serrano
Costumes: Montserrat Picó
Photographer and Videographer: Corriendo en el Balcón Productions / Carles
Busquets / Niepce
Graphic Design: Neus Borràs – Diferent Creatiu / Clàudia Barberà

Links:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=REEabSMedvU&t=8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1R7isu_FG5E

Aryo – Anna Borràs Company
Conservatoire Music in Reus, Catalonia (Spain)

